The anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) of songbirds, a specialized dorsal forebrain-basal ganglia circuit, is crucial for song learning but has a less clear function in adults. We report here that neurons in two nuclei of the AFP, the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior neostriatum (LMAN) and Area X, show marked changes in neurophysiological activity before and during singing in adult zebra finches. The presence of modulation before song output suggests that singing-related AFP activity originates, at least in part, in motor control nuclei. Some neurons in LMAN of awake birds also responded selectively to playback of the bird's own song, but neural activity during singing did not completely depend on auditory feedback in the short term, because neither the level nor the pattern of this activity was strongly affected by deafening. The singing-related activity of neurons in AFP nuclei of songbirds is consistent with a role of the AFP in adult singing or song maintenance, possibly related to the function of this circuit during initial song learning.
The singing of birds is a temporally complex behavior (see Fig.  1 A) that is crucial in courtship and territorial contexts (for review, see C atchpole and Slater, 1995) . Like human speech, song is learned early in an individual's life, by listening to and copying the vocalizations of adults. In both songbirds and humans, vocal output is strongly dependent on access to auditory feedback of the individual's own vocalizations, especially during learning and to a somewhat lesser extent in the mature individual (Konishi, 1965; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992; Leonardo and Konishi, 1999) . Finally, like humans, songbirds have evolved specialized forebrain circuitry for producing complex vocalizations.
In songbirds, this circuitry, which is not found in closely related species that do not learn to sing, is known as the song system (for review, see Brenowitz, 1997; Doupe and Kuhl, 1999) . Nuclei in the motor pathway (see Fig. 1 B, gray) are essential throughout life for normal song production. Their activity during singing is highly patterned (McC asland, 1987; Yu and Margoliash, 1996) , and disruption of their activity alters or abolishes song output (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Vu et al., 1994) . In contrast, a second circuit of forebrain song nuclei has a less clear f unction in adult motor production but, like hearing, plays a particularly critical role during learning. This anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) (see Fig. 1 B, black) links the motor pathway nuclei H Vc and robust nucleus of the archistriatum (R A), but via an indirect loop through basal ganglia (Area X), thalamus [the medial portion of the dorsolateral thalamus (DL M)], and a cortex-like nucleus, the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior neostriatum (LMAN) (Okuhata and Saito, 1987; Bottjer et al., 1989; Luo and Perkel, 1999a,b) . Lesions or pharmacological inactivation of AFP nuclei markedly disrupt initial song learning and production but have no obvious effect on stable "crystallized" song of adult zebra finches (Bottjer et al., 1984; Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Basham et al., 1996) . Moreover, in anesthetized birds, neurons in these nuclei respond more strongly to playback of the bird's own song than to songs of conspecific birds, and this neural selectivity develops over the course of song learning (Doupe, 1997; Doupe, 1997, 1999) . Thus, results of both lesion and physiological studies support a model in which the AFP is involved in the evaluation of self-produced vocalizations that occur as the bird learns to produce a copy of the song memorized early in life.
Although the AFP clearly is crucial during juvenile song learning, its function in adult finches is less apparent. Recent experiments, however, have raised several possibilities. First, the maintenance of adult zebra finch song by auditory feedback (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992; Leonardo and Konishi, 1999) could be mediated by the AFP. Furthermore, the AFP may be involved in the perception and classification of conspecific songs and in the modulation of behavior by social context (Jarvis et al., 1998; Hessler and Doupe, 1999) . To investigate these possible functions, we undertook to describe in detail the activity of the AFP nuclei in awake adults. We report here that LMAN and Area X are strongly active during singing and that this activity has many features in common with the singing-related activity of the motor nuclei HVc and RA (McCasland, 1987; Yu and Margoliash, 1996) . Moreover, although we found that neurons in some birds can show selective auditory responses to playback of songs, initial experiments on the effects of manipulating hearing during singing indicate that much of the singingrelated activity does not depend on hearing. These results suggest that the AFP, although it is not required for adult song production, nevertheless has some function in this complex learned behavior, perhaps serving in part as an "efference copy" of singing motor commands from the song system motor nuclei.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Adult (Ͼ125 d old) male zebra finches (Taeniopyg ia guttata)
were used for experiments. One bird was purchased from a local supplier, and the rest were raised from hatching in our colony. The care and treatment of experimental animals was reviewed and approved by a university animal care and use committee at the University of C alifornia, San Francisco (UC SF). Birds were selected for recordings on the basis of size and singing frequency and were then isolated in a small cage inside a sound-attenuation chamber (Acoustic Systems, Austin, TX) and supplied with food, water, and grit ad libitum, with occasional supplements of boiled chicken egg. Several days after spontaneous singing occurred frequently in this chamber, a chronic recording apparatus was implanted.
Surg ical procedures. Birds were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of 30 -40 l equithesin (0.85 gm chloral hydrate, 0.21 gm pentobarbitol, 0.42 gm MgSO 4 , 2.2 ml 100% ethanol, and 8.6 ml propylene glycol in H 2 O to a total volume of 20 ml) and placed in a stereotaxic device stabilizing the head at the beak and ear canals. The beak was positioned at an angle of 50°from vertical. The position of the posterior border of the divergence of the central sinus at the boundary of the forebrain and the cerebellum was noted. A small hole was made in the skull at a specific position relative to this reference coordinate: for L M AN and Area X, 5 mm anterior and 1.7 mm lateral; for H Vc, 0.0 -0.2 mm anterior and 2.0 -2.2 mm lateral; for R A, 0.2-0.7 mm anterior and 2.1 mm lateral. All recordings were made from nuclei in the right hemisphere. A previous study has reported that the pattern of singingrelated activity in the right and left H Vc is similar (McC asland, 1987) . A lightweight (ϳ1 gm) microdrive (UC SF Physiology Shop) carrying an insulated tungsten electrode of impedance 2-5 mOhm (either AMSystems, C arlsborg, WA, or F HC, Bowdoinham, M E) was positioned stereotaxically such that the electrode tip was ϳ500 m above L M AN or RA or ϳ300 m above H Vc. A reference ground electrode (uninsulated tungsten electrode, AM-Systems) was implanted in the contralateral (for L M AN and Area X) or ipsilateral (for H Vc and R A) hemisphere such that it passed within ϳ2 mm of the targeted nucleus. The microdrive and its connector socket (F HC) were secured to the skull with epoxy (DevCon, Wood Dale, IL) and dental cement (Dentsply, Milford, DE) , and a protective cap (3 M, St. Paul, M N) was fixed around it (see Fig. 1C ).
Deafening. Deafening was performed in two stages, by the method of Konishi (1965) . Before implantation of the microdrive and electrode, birds were anesthetized with an injection of equithesin or by inhalation of isofluorane. Feathers occluding the right external auditory meatus were plucked, and the skin flap within the ear canal was cut off to expose the tympanic membrane. The tympanic membrane was detached from the columella, and the columella was removed. A hook of tungsten wire was inserted through the oval window and withdrawn with the attached cochlea. The extracted cochlea was examined under a dissecting microscope to ensure that the entire structure had been successf ully removed, and the skin incision was closed with cyanoacrylate adhesive. Several weeks later, after the skin inside the right ear canal had regrown, the bird could be positioned in the stereotaxic device using ear bars, and the microdrive-electrode was implanted. After several days of recording in L M AN, the left cochlea was removed as above, to complete the deafening.
Physiolog ical recording. During each recording session, one end of a flexible lead terminating in a small operational amplifier circuit (TLC27L7C, Texas Instruments, Dallas TX) (Buzsaki et al., 1989 ) was connected to the small socket on the bird's head, and the other end was connected to a rotating commutator (H. Adams, C altech Machine Shop, or Radio Shack, Fort Worth, TX). The neural activity signal passed through the commutator to a differential amplifier (A-M Systems), where it was filtered between 300 Hz and 5 kHz. The acoustic signal in the sound box was recorded by a small microphone (Radio Shack) adjacent to the cage. After several days of adaptation to being attached to recording leads, most birds began singing while they were isolated in the sound box. During experiments, the electrode was lowered to a position where large action potentials of single or multiple neurons could clearly be differentiated from background neural activity (larger spike amplitudes in each recording session ranged from ϳ300 V to Ͼ1 mV, peak to peak). The bird's behavior was monitored via a video camera inside the sound box, and the video, neural, and acoustic signals were archived on videotape. A computer program (developed by C. Malek, C altech, and C. Roddey, UC SF) monitored the sound amplitude inside the sound box and triggered the recording to computer disk of the acoustic and neural signals (both digitized at 32 kHz) for an adjustable period before and after passage of the sound amplitude over a threshold level. Previously recorded versions of the bird's own song, and in some cases songs of other zebra finches, were played from a small speaker in the sound box during periods when the bird was not singing. The volume of song playback from the speaker was set such that its intensity in the vicinity of the bird's cage and the amplitude of sound produced by the bird were approximately equal. The intensity of both signals was monitored by a microphone immediately adjacent to the cage (ϳ10 cm from the bird).
Recordings were made at intervals of 1 d to 1 week, over periods of 2 weeks to 2 months. After most recording sessions, the electrode was retracted to a position above the nucleus. For each successive recording session, the electrode was advanced by at least 80 m beyond the previous recording depth. After completion of recordings, small electrolytic lesions (20 A for 5 sec) were made at previously recorded sites. Animals were deeply anesthetized with Metofane (Pitman-Moore, Mundelein, IL) and intracardially perf used with 0.9% saline, followed by 3.7% formalin. Lesions were localized in 40 m Nissl-stained brain sections. L ocations of all recording sites were confirmed to be within song nuclei by position relative to depth of marker lesions.
Behavioral anal ysis. Z ebra finches, like other songbirds, produce several distinct types of vocalizations, which have been extensively characterized in behavioral studies (for review, see Z ann, 1996) . Here, we have limited our analysis to "undirected song," which birds produced while out of visual contact with other birds. In zebra finches, undirected song contains a variable number of motifs, a stereotyped series of approximately 3-10 discrete vocal elements (syllables) (see Fig. 1 A for examples of song components), preceded by several simple introductory elements. Song initiation was defined by the onset of the first introductory element or song syllable with a Ͻ300 msec interval between its offset time and the onset time of the next song element (f urther introductory element or motif syllable). Song termination was defined by the offset time of a syllable that was followed by at least 300 msec before the next vocalization (ϳ1000% of average intersyllable interval duration; data not shown). This interval was lengthened for one bird that had an exceptionally long intersyllable interval within its motif. For characterization of presinging activity level, only song initiations (as defined above) before which the bird had been silent for at least 3 sec were used. For characterization of postsinging activity level, only song terminations after which the bird was quiet for at least 3 sec were used. Thus, for many songs, the presong or postsong period or both were not included in the analysis of activity. Background nonsinging activity was recorded during periods in which no sounds were produced; such periods were required to follow any vocalization by at least 3 sec and to precede any vocalization by at least 3 sec.
Anal ysis of acoustic and neural signals. All analysis was performed on digitized acoustic and neural signals using Matlab (Mathworks, Boston, M A). For classification of vocalizations, the sound waveform was first compressed to speed analysis routines. After filtering (0.5-8 kHz bandpass), the sound waveform was rectified and smoothed with a 1 msec (SD) Gaussian f unction and resampled at 1 kHz (see, for example, Fig.  5C ). Individual song components were readily identifiable by visual inspection of this signal. To locate productions of a specific pattern of syllables in a series of data files, a template was made consisting of the rectified song waveform representing the song elements (typically a template consisted of approximately three syllables of ϳ300 msec duration, including some chosen because of their complex temporal structure). For each data file, this template was iteratively subtracted from the rectified sound waveform, at steps of 5 msec. C lose matches of the template to the test sound resulted in local minima in the resulting error f unction. The accuracy of motif detection by alignment to such minima was confirmed by visual inspection. This alignment was used for subsequent analysis of corresponding neural activity. Digitized neural activity waveforms were rectified and smoothed with a 10 msec (SD) Gaussian f unction and resampled at 1 kHz (see, for example, Fig. 2C ). This signal was used in most analyses of L M AN activity level.
To estimate the onset time of the mean activity peak located near song initiation, a line was first fitted (by the least-squares method) to the linearly rising phase of the activity peak, beginning after the smaller slope of the slowly rising phase of activity level was replaced by the larger slope during the sharp rise in activity level, and ending before the time at which the slope of the activity level began decreasing at its peak. The onset time was then estimated by determining the intersection of this fitted line with the average background activity level.
To quantif y the temporal relationship between L M AN neural activity level and song components (see Fig. 10 ), for each motif rendition the rectified sound waveform was converted into a step f unction with syllable presence indicated by a 1 and absence by a 0. We then calculated the cross-covariance of the neural activity trace with the discretized song (i.e., cross-correlation after normalization of means of both sequences; the cross-covariance was normalized such that auto-covariance of a signal with itself at zero lag equals 1.0). The cross-covariance was calculated with the neural activity signal shifted from Ϫ100 to ϩ100 msec relative to the song signal, at steps of 1 msec. For several recordings in L M AN and all recordings in Area X, the firing of single units or clusters of several neurons was analyzed by off-line sorting of units from neural activity traces. Sorting was performed by counting waveform events that passed below a negative threshold and then above a positive threshold within 0.5 msec. Accurate isolation of single units was verified by visual inspection and by examination of interspike intervals.
Results for all analyses are presented as mean Ϯ SD.
RESULTS
Singing-related neural activity in LMAN Overall relationship of LMAN firing to song production
Neural activity was recorded in L M AN of 11 adult zebra finches during both song production and nonsinging periods. In all birds, a conspicuous change in multiunit firing occurred during singing. In a representative recording, activity increased markedly when a bird produced each of three successive songs ( Fig. 2 A, B) . Beneath the raw neural activity signal is plotted the smoothed rectified waveform (Fig. 2C) , which reflects overall multiunit activity level (see Materials and Methods for details). Activity level is clearly different between singing and quiet periods. Additional characteristics of singing-related activity can be seen in an expanded view of the final 4 sec from Figure 2 A-C (Fig.  2 D, E) . The complex spectral and temporal structure of this bird's song, which includes two iterations of a multinote syllable (*), is evident in the spectrogram (Fig. 2 D) . The neural activity trace (Fig. 2 E) shows condensed bursts of activity, as well as inhibition of background neural activity; both of these features were typically associated with singing. Singing-related LMAN activity for two additional representative birds is shown in Figure 3 . As in the recording shown in Figure 2 , the level of neural activity during singing both rises to higher peaks and falls to equal or lower minima than it does during nonsinging periods (mean background activity level is indicated by the dotted lines). To summarize these data quantitatively, we compared the distribution of neural activity levels during singing to that during background nonsinging periods (the smoothed rectified waveform was sampled at 1 msec intervals). Epochs of recording sessions were used in which the amplitude of neural activity during singing periods was relatively stationary; that is, there was no overall drift in spike amplitudes. For example, note the lack of change in response amplitude between the two songs displayed for each bird in Figure 3 that were selected from the first and last 10% of the recording session (duration of recording used for dc-12 was 3 hr and for dc-18 was 1 hr). For each of these two birds, the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of the activity distributions during the entire recording session for nonsinging (bg: background, sampled from quiet periods) and singing (sing) periods are displayed immediately to the right on the same ordinate. The median and range of neural activity levels are clearly different between nonsinging and singing periods. To the right of these distribution plots, activity level distributions from additional recording sessions at different sites within LMAN of the same birds are plotted. Note the similarity in range and medians of the activity distributions for the three recording sessions for dc-12 (top) and the two sessions for dc-18 (bottom).
To quantify the effect of singing on overall activity level for all birds, the average activity level in successive 1 sec epochs of background and singing periods was calculated (the duration of the shortest songs was ϳ1 sec). In 27 of 27 recordings from 11 Figure 1 . Singing behavior, neural circuitry, and experimental subjects. A, A spectrogram (plot of frequency vs time, with loudness indicated by the darkness of the signal) of a zebra finch song shows the characteristic features of song. Stereotyped sequences of syllables (lower case letters), called "motifs" in zebra finches (indicated by dark bars), may be sung from one to several times in succession, preceded by a variable number of short introductory elements ( i). Amplitude oscillogram of song is plotted below spectrogram. Audio file of song is located at http:// w w w.keck.ucsf.edu/ϳneal/jns99/ fig1.wav. B, The song system is a network of discrete nuclei involved in song learning and production. Nuclei in the motor pathway ( gray) are critically involved in song production, whereas nuclei in the AFP (black) are necessary for song learning but not for production of crystallized adult song. C, Photograph of a representative experimental bird during a recording session. A small microdrive (approximate dimensions: 15 mm high, 6 mm long, 3 mm wide) is inside a protective polyurethane cap on top of the bird's head; flexible copperstrand and silver wires terminate at the bird's head in a small op-amp circuit.
birds, the level of activity in L M AN was higher during singing than during nonsinging periods ( p Ͻ 0.01 for all unpaired t tests for each recording session), with an average increase of 132 Ϯ 8% (SD) (Fig. 3B) . In all recording sessions, modulation of activity also increased during singing (Figs. 2, 3A ). This effect was quantified by calculating the coefficient of variation (c.v.), the SD of the values of an activity distribution normalized by the mean activity, during singing and nonsinging periods. Paired comparisons within recording sessions revealed a significantly larger c.v., and thus increased modulation, of neural activity levels during singing compared with that during background periods ( p Ͻ 0.01, sign test) (Fig. 3C) . Across all recordings, the mean c.v. for background nonsinging periods was 0.11 Ϯ 0.02, and for singing periods the c.v. was 0.22 Ϯ 0.05.
For the recording sessions shown in Figures 2 and 3A, we also quantified activity level by calculating the multiunit spike rate, using off-line window discrimination (for details, see Materials and Methods). When spike arrival times were convolved with a 10 msec Gaussian function, as was done for the rectified neural waveforms, the distributions of activity levels for background and singing periods were similar to those quantified by rectifying and smoothing activity waveforms. The magnitude of increase in activity level from background to singing periods for these three recording sessions was similar when quantified by these two methods: 1.17 versus 1.25, 1.31 versus 1.26, and 1.38 versus 1.28 for rectified waveform and sorted multiunit spikes respectively. Thus, as a measure of overall population activity level, the rectified and smoothed activity waveform is approximately equivalent to sorted multiunit spikes.
Activity level in LMAN rises before and is depressed after singing
In addition to its increase during singing, the level of activity was consistently altered before and after singing in all recordings from LMAN. This effect, which was evident in Figures 2 and 3A , is shown in Figure 4 A-C in a different manner for three representative birds, by plotting LMAN activity level during multiple presong and postsong epochs. To limit the possible influence of previous or subsequent singing, we examined only song initiations before which the birds had been silent for Ͼ3 sec, and only song terminations after which birds refrained from vocalizing again for Ͼ3 sec (for details, see Materials and Methods). In the top section of each panel, the multiunit activity level during successive initiations and terminations, as quantified by rectified neural waveforms, is plotted on a gray scale, with darker shades representing high activity levels. These plots illustrate the consistent rises in activity level before song initiations and the clear diminution of activity after song terminations. These features of the relationship of activity to song initiation and termination are evident in plots of the mean activity level across all renditions (Fig. 4 A-C, bottom panels) . In all recordings, a prominent peak of activity was located very near song onset (peri-initiation peak). Initiation latencies of these peaks for the three examples in Figure 4 are indicated by an asterisk beneath the presinging mean activity trace (latencies estimated by fitting a line to the peak's rising phase; for details, see Materials and Methods). Across all recordings, the mean onset latency of the peri-initiation peak relative to song initiation was 70 Ϯ 24 msec, with the average peak maximum located 9 msec before song onset (Fig. 4 Db) (24 recording sessions from 10 birds; mean 56 song initiations per session; for recordings with fewer than 10 songs in which bird was quiet for the preceding 3 sec, songs in which the bird was quiet for at least 1 sec were used; data from one bird for which there were fewer than 10 such songs were not included in this analysis).
Along with the sharp rise of activity near song onset, in many recordings a gradual rise in activity level also preceded song initiation. To compare this feature across recordings, we calculated the time at which the mean activity level rose and remained above the 70th percentile of the background activity level distribution (represented by the dotted line on the left side of the bottom panels in Fig. 4 A-C). For these measurements, we selected song initiations that were preceded by at least 2.5-3 sec of silence: 15 recording sessions contained more than 10 such songs. The mean activity level in 10 of 15 of these recordings rose above the 70th percentile of background activity level before the immediate presong peak, at an average latency of 419 Ϯ 137 msec (Fig. 4 Da) (for recording sessions in Fig. 4 A, B, latencies were 331 and 352 msec, respectively). The mean activity level in the remaining five recording sessions did not rise above background levels until the immediate peri-initiation peak, as in the example shown in Figure 4C .
In contrast to the presinging activity increases, firing was consistently depressed after song termination and required from 1 sec to several seconds to return to nonsinging levels ( Fig. 4 A, C, right panels). Across all recordings, activity level reached a minimum amplitude of 0.77 Ϯ 0.11 relative to background at 198 Ϯ 99 msec after song termination (Fig. 4 Dc) (16 recordings from eight birds; data from three birds for which there were fewer than 10 quiet postsong intervals were not analyzed). Following this minimum, an average of 1172 Ϯ 407 msec was required for activity levels to recover to over the 30th percentile of background activity level (represented by the dotted line in right panels of Fig.   4 A-C; for recording sessions in A-C, latencies were 1485, 1479, and 314 msec, respectively).
These presinging and postsinging changes in activity level were extremely consistent; for all birds they occurred before and after almost every song. For example, in the recording session shown in Figure 4 A, the mean activity level in a period from 50 msec preceding song to song onset was, for every rendition, higher than in a period from 2 to 1.5 sec before singing (Fig. 4 E, F) . Conversely, the activity level in the immediate postsong period (averaged in a 50 msec window around the location of the minimum of the mean) was consistently lower than that from 1.5 to 2 sec after song termination (Fig. 4 E, E). For this and other recordings in which at least 10 presinging and post singing renditions were obtained, activity level was significantly higher just before song onset than 2 sec before singing and was significantly lower just after song termination than 2 sec later (comparisons were made Figure 3 . Singing-related activity is seen consistently in all recordings from L M AN. A, Rectified and smoothed (10 msec Gaussian window) waveforms of neural activity recorded during one session for bird dc-12 and one session for bird dc-18. For both sessions, in the lef t panel the pattern of activity before, during, and after a song bout from the first 10% of the recording session (earl y) is plotted; in the right panel activity is plotted in the same way for songs from the final 10% of the session (late). Bars to the immediate right depict the distribution of activity levels (sampled at 1 msec intervals) during nonsinging background (bg) and singing (sing) periods across the entire recording session. Top and bottom tick s denote the 90th and 10th percentiles of these distributions, whereas middle thick tick s denote medians. Values for both distributions have been normalized by the mean background level. The total duration of singing used was 108 sec for dc-12 and 270 sec for dc-18. Activity level distributions for two (dc-12) and one (dc-18) additional recording sessions at different sites in L M AN are plotted on the same abscissa to the far right. B, Mean activity level during singing divided by mean activity level during background period for all recording sessions from each bird (each symbol represents a different bird; some symbols have been offset vertically to reduce overlap). C, coefficient of variation (c.v.) of activity level during singing divided by c.v. of activity level during background period for each recording from every bird (each symbol represents a different bird). For comparisons of activity in B and C, the mean duration of singing was 158 Ϯ 168 sec (range 16 -802 sec) and of background was 136 Ϯ 157 sec (range 30 -795 sec). 
LM A N firing during repeated renditions of a stereotyped song motif
In addition to characterizing the general association of firing to song production, we examined the relationship between repeated song elements and patterns of neural activity. In zebra finch song, sequences of several syllables are produced in a stereotyped order to form a song motif, which can then be repeated a variable number of times (Fig. 1 A) . Here, by using a template-matching algorithm, we detected multiple renditions of stereotyped song motifs during single recording sessions and analyzed the pattern of neural activity associated with each motif (see Materials and Methods for details of detection protocol).
A representative example of data used in such an analysis is shown in Figure 5 . A common song type of bird dc-18 contained a variable number of introductory elements (range 1-4 per song, mean 1.7), followed by two stereotyped five-syllable motifs that were separated by an intervening syllable ( Fig. 5A-C, s) . Note the similarity in acoustic structure between the repeated motifs. This song type was produced 159 times during a 4 hr recording session. The amplitude envelopes of all successive song renditions, aligned so that the amplitude envelopes of the final four syllables of the song were most similar, are shown in Fig. 5D (see Materials and Methods for details of alignment procedure). The temporal structure of all song renditions was extremely stereotyped. The alignment of the first motif appears more variable, primarily because of variability in the interval between syllable e of the first motif and syllable s (SD of this interval duration ϭ 6.0 msec, the mean SD of nine other interval durations ϭ 2.9 msec, range 1.6 -4.3 msec). Across all renditions, the first motif of the songs in this recording session had a slightly shorter duration than the second motif ( p Ͻ 0.01, paired t test, n ϭ 159; first motif duration ϭ 721 Ϯ 8.2 msec, second motif 736 Ϯ 7.88 msec).
During all of these song renditions, the pattern of activity in LMAN was relatively consistent in relation to song elements (Fig. 5E ). High and low activity levels occurred during similar song components across the recording session, as reflected by the presence of dark and light vertical bands in Figure 5E . The pattern of neural activity averaged across all song renditions appeared very similar during production of the first and second motifs (Fig. 5F ). Because of the greater variability in alignment of syllables across renditions for the first motif, the mean activity pattern during the first motif was less sharp than that during the second motif (Fig. 5F ). When songs were aligned by the last four syllables of the first motif, however, the mean activity pattern for the first motif was nearly identical to that for the second motif in Figure 5F ; the correlation coefficient between these activity patterns was then 0.96. In contrast to the reproducibility of the mean activity pattern when averaged across many renditions, there was a lower degree of stereotypy when activity was examined on a rendition-to-rendition basis (as could be seen previously in Fig.   2 D, E) . This variability, as well as the characteristic "bursty" quality of LMAN singing-related activity, is highlighted by the four successive activity waveforms, and their associated rectified waveforms, displayed in Figure 5G .
Variability in LMAN activity across multiple motif renditions
When activity level in LMAN during many renditions of a motif was examined, the overall pattern of activity could be seen to resemble the mean activity level (Fig. 5, compare E, F ) . When small numbers of motifs were inspected, however, it was more difficult to discern any repeated pattern of activity, because of the variability of activity between individual motifs. This is clear in a representative recording, in which activity level in LMAN during 10 successive renditions of the stereotyped song motif is plotted (Fig. 6 A, thin lines) . We quantified the degree of stereotypy of neural activity across renditions at single recording sites in two ways. As one measure, we calculated the cross-rendition c.v. of activity level across all renditions of an identical song motif (for each millisecond time point in the motif, SD of activity level across all renditions was divided by the mean activity level) (Fig.  6C, dotted line) . The mean value of this measure across the entire song motif was similar in magnitude in all recordings from LMAN ( Fig. 6 D) (only recording sessions with more than 10 motif renditions were included), with an average of 0.18 Ϯ 0.05. As a second measure of variability across renditions, we calculated the correlation coefficients between the activity waveform for each individual rendition (Fig. 6 A, thin lines) and the mean activity level across all renditions (Fig. 6 A, thick line) . For this recording in LMAN, the mean of these correlation coefficients across 360 motif renditions was 0.43 Ϯ 0.17 (by comparison, for 159 renditions of the two-motif song in Fig. 5 the mean was 0.47 Ϯ 0.12). Similar results were obtained for all other birds; across all recording sessions in LMAN the average correlation coefficient was 0.47 Ϯ 0.09 (Fig. 6 E) .
In contrast to the results for LMAN recordings, when we recorded and analyzed multiunit activity in the same way for the song system motor nuclei HVc and RA, there was much higher stereotypy across motif renditions [see also Yu and Margoliash (1996) ; Vu et al. (1998) ]. As can be seen for representative LMAN and RA recording sites, activity patterns during successive motif renditions were much less variable for multiunit responses in RA (Fig. 6 A, B) . Furthermore, when quantified in the two ways presented above, activity in nine of nine recording sessions from four birds in HVc (mean 305 motifs/session) and seven of seven recording sessions from five birds in RA (mean 65 motifs/session) was more stereotyped across renditions than that in all recordings from LMAN ( Fig. 6 D, E) (mean cross-rendition c.v. values for HVc and RA recordings were 0.08 Ϯ 0.02 and 0.07 Ϯ 0.01, respectively, whereas mean correlation coefficients between activity during each rendition and mean activity levels were 0.83 Ϯ 0.07 and 0.91 Ϯ 0.03, respectively).
Given the multiunit character of the recordings from these three nuclei, it is possible that some of the differences in stereotypy reflected a tendency for sites in HVc and RA recordings to include greater numbers of neurons. However, these differences existed even between LMAN and RA recording sessions that appeared to be sampling a similar number of units. Furthermore, we have recently shown that differences in stereotypy such as those between RA and LMAN can be detected while recording from a single group of neurons in a single recording session. When birds sang "directed song" aimed at a recipient, the mean cross-rendition c.v. during 13 recording sessions from six birds in LMAN was 0.10 Ϯ 0.03, significantly different from that during undirected singing at the same sites (mean ϭ 0.16 Ϯ 0.03) (Hessler and Doupe, 1999) . The low variability during directed singing is also different from that seen here during undirected singing in LMAN (Fig. 6 D) (mean 0.18 Ϯ 0.06) and is more similar to the level of cross-rendition variability seen here during undirected singing in HVc and RA (Fig. 6 D) .
The variability in activity between single renditions in LMAN was even more striking when activity of single rather than multiple units was examined. Figure 7 shows an example of one recording session in which a single unit was well isolated. During this period, the bird produced nine renditions of a fairly stereotyped song (Fig. 7A ) (song elements indicated by the overlying line were repeated in all renditions; there were slight variations in the timing and presence of additional introductory elements, and in one rendition several additional syllables followed the components beneath the line). This unit fired much more strongly during singing than nonsinging periods; the mean firing rate increased from 9.5 to 16.2 spikes/sec. Spikes tended to occur in clusters (the median interspike interval was 8.19 msec during singing). During multiple renditions of the same song elements, there was little reproducibility in the pattern of firing (Fig. 7 B, C) . To address this more closely, we examined the pattern of firing during repeated renditions of a complex syllable that was repeated 45 times during the session. There were some general tendencies for spikes to occur in particular points of the syllable, evident in the mean spike rate (Fig. 7F ) as well as in the raster plots (Fig. 7E) . However, the level of reliability of firing was quite low; during some renditions many spikes occurred at times at which none occurred during other renditions (Fig. 7F, asterisk) . These preliminary data suggest that at the level of single units, firing patterns may be even less consistently linked to production of specific song elements than was indicated by multiunit recordings.
Pattern of LMAN activity at different recording sites within a bird
In contrast to such variability in activity level between individual renditions at a single site, the pattern of average multiunit activity related to the song motif was very similar at different recording sites in LMAN of individual birds. In most birds, multiple re- cording sessions were made through the depth of LMAN (successive recording sites were separated by ϳ80 m, except for one pair in bird mc-j, which was separated by ϳ40 m) over a period of several days to several weeks. In general, peaks and troughs of average activity profiles appeared in similar locations in all recordings from a single bird (data from three representative birds are displayed in Fig. 8) . To quantify the degree of similarity between activity patterns across multiple recording sessions, we calculated correlation coefficients between the mean activity level during different recording sessions from individual birds. For six of seven birds in which recordings were made at more than one site, correlations between response profiles at different sites were high, with a mean across birds of 0.76 Ϯ 0.06 (range 0.66 to 0.82) (Fig. 8, mc-j, dc-24 ). For the seventh bird, the pattern was more inconsistent between sessions (Fig. 8, dc-12 ). This inconsistency did not appear to result from the greater number of recording sessions in this bird and thus a slightly increased distance between different recording sites compared with the other birds. The average correlation coefficient for the three comparisons between recording sites separated by ϳ80 m was 0.12, for two comparisons at 160 m was 0.06, and for one comparison at 240 m was 0.53.
Temporal relationship between LMAN activity level and song elements
For all recordings from LMAN, there was a highly phasic activity profile when neural activity was averaged over multiple motif renditions (Figs. 5F, 8 ). It was difficult, however, when comparing the range of responses across all birds, to ascertain a simple relationship between the mean response profile at a recording site and the complex acoustic structure of the associated song output. This difficulty is attributable in part to differences in the timing and structure of songs of different birds. However, even for three birds that copied their songs from the same tutor and thus sang A, Spectrogram of a typical song produced by bird mx-17. Song components beneath bar were produced consistently in nine song renditions. B, Spike arrival times of action potentials of a single unit during production of these renditions. Songs were aligned so that the amplitude profile of the last syllable in the song matched best across renditions. Stereotypy of timing across the entire song underneath the bar remained precise. The SD of song termination time was 2.4 msec, whereas the SD of song initiation time (on average 1290 msec earlier) was increased only to 11.1 msec. C, Neural activity waveforms from which the top three spike rasters in B were obtained. D, Spectrogram of a complex syllable produced 45 times during recording session (* in A). Timing of production of this syllable was very stereotyped. Across all renditions, syllable onset time had an SD of 2.9 msec, as did syllable termination time. E, Spike raster of single-unit firing during multiple renditions of this stereotyped syllable. F, Mean firing rate across all renditions of this syllable; spike arrival times were smoothed with a 10 msec Gaussian window. very similar motifs (Fig. 9A) , average LMAN activity patterns clearly differed from each other (Fig. 9B) .
Therefore, we used a simple measure to compare the relationship of activity with song structure across birds singing different songs. We determined when activity tended to occur relative to vocalizations, without consideration of syllable identity. The way in which this was done is summarized in Figure 10 A-C, using the data shown in Figure 9A for bird dc-17. For every motif rendition, Figure 9 . Multiunit activity during similar motifs produced by three different birds. A, Oscillograms (top panels) and spectrograms (middle and bottom panels) of stereotyped song motifs of birds dc-8, dc-12, and dc-17, with gray scale plots of multiunit activity level versus time (as in Figs. 4 -5) during 100 successive renditions of these song motifs. bg, Background nonsinging activity level during period from which activity during motifs was recorded, plotted on the same gray scale axis as activity during motifs. B, Mean pattern of activity across 100 renditions of the song motif for each bird, normalized by background activity level. Individual birds are represented by line styles shown at lef t in A. Mean timing of syllable occurrence for bird dc-17 is overlaid for reference. Audio files of representative song motifs for these birds are located at http:// w w w.keck.ucsf. edu/ϳneal/jns99/fig9.html. Fig. 9C ). The presence of a syllable is represented by a value of 1, the absence of a syllable by a value of 0. Multiunit activity level during one rendition of this song motif is indicated by the thick black line. The thick gray line denotes the same activity trace after it was shifted by ϩ35 msec to the right relative to the syllable trace (i.e., shifting it by the amount that produced the maximum average cross-covariance between activity and song). B, Magnitude of cross-covariance for 100 renditions of the motif; for each rendition, the cross-covariance between activity and the discretized song was calculated at successive 1 msec steps, with activity waveform progressively shifted from ϩ100 to Ϫ100 msec relative to song. L ower and upper limits of gray scale bar are Ϫ0.3 and 0.4. C, Mean cross-covariance across all motif renditions. D, Summary plot shows peak and trough locations and amplitudes for the mean cross-covariance function in each L M AN recording from every bird (each bird is represented by a different symbol ).
the cross-covariance between the activity level trace and a discretized version of the associated song motif (Fig. 10 A) was calculated, with the neural activity trace shifted from Ϫ100 to ϩ 100 msec relative to the song (Fig. 10 B) . Averaged across all renditions (Fig. 10C) , this cross-covariance f unction had a peak when neural activity was shifted forward in time (in the plot, to the right) relative to song by 35 msec (Fig. 10 A, gray line) and a trough when activity was shifted backward relative to song by 21 msec. Across all motif renditions, the values of the peak and minimum were significantly different from zero ( p Ͻ 0.01, t test; averaged in a 15 msec window at peak and minimum). Although the mean firing patterns of the birds in the top two panels of Figure 9A were quite different from that for the bird dc-17 analyzed in Figure 10 A-C, the mean cross-covariance functions for them also had a peak value when activity was shifted forward relative to songs.
Such a peak for forward activity shifts was seen in all but one recording session from all birds, and in all cases the value of the cross-covariance f unction at the peak was significantly different from zero across all motif renditions (Fig. 10 D) (t test, all p Ͻ 0.01 for each of 24 recording sessions from 10 birds in which more than 10 motifs were produced, average 325 motifs per session, range 23-750). Over all recordings, the peak location averaged across all renditions in a session was similar to that in Figure 10C , averaging 32 Ϯ 14 msec forward relative to song. For 8 of 10 birds there was also a significant minimum across all renditions when neural activity was shifted backward in time relative to syllables (averaged in a 15 msec window at the minimum; t test, all p Ͻ 0.01 for each of 20 recording sessions from eight birds). Thus, as in the example in Figure 10 A, shifting the neural activity pattern forward relative to the song tended to increase the overlap between peaks of activity and syllables, which resulted in the peak in the mean f unction. Similarly, shifting neural activity backward relative to song often placed peaks of activity within an intersyllable interval and reduced the covariance between activity and syllables. These results reflect the general tendency (Figs. 5 E, F, 8, 9) for peaks of L M AN activity to occur near the beginning of syllables, usually just before them.
As a way of comparing the activity of L M AN and the motor pathway, we performed the same analysis on the relationship of HVc activity to song elements during undirected singing. The mean cross-covariance f unctions for these recordings were quite similar to those obtained from L M AN. On average, peak locations for H Vc recordings were at a shift of 33 Ϯ 5 msec forward (to the right) relative to song elements (range 24 -38 msec, n ϭ 9 recording sites from four birds). Thus, by this assay, the average temporal relationship between neural activity and song components is similar for H Vc and L M AN, although given the variability between birds, it will ultimately be important to compare such analyses in recordings from the same birds
Singing-related firing of Area X neurons
The AFP nucleus Area X receives the initial input from the song system motor pathway nucleus H Vc (Fig. 1 B) , so if singingrelated activity in L M AN originates in H Vc it should be present in Area X as well. We therefore investigated whether the firing of neurons in Area X was also modulated during singing. As in LMAN, recordings were made both while birds were silent and while they were producing undirected song.
The background firing characteristics of Area X were quite different from those of LMAN. Although all recordings from within LMAN sampled a grossly similar pattern of multiunit activity, with a range of sizes of spikes, at many sites in Area X no clear neural activity could be distinguished above the recording noise level. At intervals of hundreds of micrometers, however, a fast regular firing pattern of spontaneous activity could be recorded (Fig. 11 A) . Because these spikes were significantly larger than others recorded by the electrode, single units or clusters of one to two units could be readily discriminated from action potentials of smaller cells, in contrast to the situation in LMAN. The average background spike rate of such regular-firing single units was 160 Hz (range 118 -197 Hz, n ϭ 7 units), higher than that reported for these neurons in anesthetized birds (the highest rate for adult Area X units was 75 Hz) (Doupe, 1997) .
The firing of Area X neurons, despite the differences from LMAN in background level, also changed conspicuously during singing. A representative example of such a response is shown in Figure 11 . From a stable fast firing rate of ϳ100 Hz, this neuron increased its firing rate to Ͼ200 Hz during singing. Note also, especially in the expanded time scale in the bottom panel, the occurrence of pauses in firing before vocal output (marked by asterisks above the neural activity waveform in Fig. 11 B) . Overall, increases in firing rate during singing were seen in 11 of 13 single-unit and small-cluster recordings from six birds (Fig.  12 A, B) . For two sites, however, the mean firing rate during singing was decreased relative to background levels ( Fig. 12 A, B ; one in mx-11, one in dc-24 ). For these sites, as was true to a lesser extent for many sites with overall firing increases, pauses of firing were more frequent during singing than during quiet periods (reflected in the decreased 10th percentile of firing rate distribution compared with background).
As was true for LMAN neurons, the activity of Area X neurons was modulated before and after singing. Figure 13 illustrates an example of such modulation for a recording from a small cluster of neurons in Area X. Before song initiation, there was an increased frequency of both pauses and bursts of firing (see also Fig. 11 ). After song termination, there was a slow decline in firing rate. Such a gradual decrease to background level was different from the postsinging inhibition consistently seen in LMAN recordings (Fig. 4 Dc) and was observed for all Area X recordings in which we obtained a sufficient number of silent postsinging epochs for analysis (Ͼ10 epochs, n ϭ 4 recording sessions from four birds). The mean activity level during the initial 300 msec after song termination for these four recordings was 1.33 Ϯ 0.17 times background activity level (see also Fig. 11 ; compare with Fig.  4 A-C, right panels) .
Although Area X neurons always modulated their firing during repeated motifs, the precision of firing relative to song elements during individual song renditions was rather low. The unit shown in Figure 14 greatly increased its firing during the song motif, from a background rate of 115 Hz. It was difficult, however, to discern any tendency for greater firing to occur at any particular time during the motif. In all other recordings from Area X, as well, neural firing appeared more weakly related to individual song elements than in LMAN, although this may in part reflect the smaller number of units contributing to each Area X recording compared with recordings in LMAN. When the crosscovariance function between activity level and song elements was calculated for Area X recordings (as in Fig. 10) , there was less consistency in locations of maxima and minima across different birds than was seen for L M AN recordings. In nine recording sessions from six birds (mean 87 motif renditions/session, range 13-267), average locations of maxima ranged from Ϫ100 to ϩ 68 msec, and of minima from Ϫ100 to ϩ 100 msec relative to song; this was distinct from the similarity across birds in locations of such peaks and minima for L M AN (from Fig. 10 D, L MAN peak location ϭ ϩ32 Ϯ 19 msec, mean minima location ϭ Ϫ27 Ϯ 19 msec). Furthermore, the pattern of activity appeared even less stereotyped across multiple song renditions than was true for LMAN. For the nine recording sessions from Area X, the mean cross-rendition c.v. was 0.41 Ϯ 0.22 (range 0.2-0.86; by comparison, the mean for all L M AN recording sessions was 0.18 Ϯ 0.05) (Fig. 6 D) . Similarly, for Area X sites the mean correlation coefficient between activity level during individual renditions and mean activity level was 0.26 Ϯ 0.08 (range 0.16 -0.39; the mean for all L M AN recording sessions was 0.48 Ϯ 0.08) (Fig. 6 E) .
Influence of auditory feedback on singing-related activity in LMAN
Various indirect evidence suggests that the AFP is involved in processing reafferent auditory feedback to the song system during learning. The AFP is required during song acquisition and modification (Bottjer et al., 1984; Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Morrison and Nottebohm, 1993) , and in both adult and juvenile anesthetized birds it contains neurons that respond selectively to playback of the bird's own song (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Doupe, 1997; Solis and Doupe, 1997) . To begin to investigate whether the AFP has an auditory role during singing, we used two methods of dissociating the activity associated with the motor act of singing from activity elicited as an auditory response to the bird's self-produced vocalizations. First, we deafened birds to remove the reafferent sensory signal during song production, and second, we played back the sound of the bird's own song outside of the context of singing. Here, we determined the effect of these manipulations on the activity of neurons in L M AN.
Complete removal of auditory feedback does not strongly affect sing ing-related firing
Complete deafening did not immediately affect song production, as has been observed previously for zebra finches (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992 ). An example of this result for a representative bird is shown in Figure 15A . In one recording session, this bird produced Ͼ300 renditions of a stereotyped seven-syllable song motif (Fig. 15A, hear) . On the next day, when no auditory feedback was possible (after cochleae had been removed), the bird produced a very similar motif (Fig. 15A, deaf ) . Fundamental frequencies of syllables with prominent harmonic stacks (syllables d, e, f ) were very similar between the two recording sessions (the largest difference in f undamental frequency was 0.4%; from 813 Ϯ 7.9 to 816 Ϯ 7.8 Hz for syllable f ). Other parameters of syllable structure such as noisiness and timbre (relative weighting of harmonic frequencies within a stack) also did not appear grossly affected by deafening (little difference could be discerned by an experienced listener; for example, compare hear and deaf song audio files for bird dc-8 at http:// w w w.keck.ucsf.edu/ϳneal/ jns99/fig15.html). Moreover, there was little difference in the temporal structure of motifs: although motif duration was significantly shorter 1 d after than just before deafening ( p Ͻ 0.01, t test; 345 motif renditions before deafening, 250 after deafening), the magnitude of decrease was very small: from 956 Ϯ 15 to 953 Ϯ 14 msec. Furthermore, this magnitude of difference is within the range of normal daily variability: motif duration 1 d before deafening was 947 Ϯ 15 msec.
Deafening had little immediate effect on motif production in three other birds as well. The most prominent difference was seen in one bird whose motif contained several syllables with simple harmonic stacks. The f undamental frequency of one of four syllables with simple harmonic structure increased significantly 1 d after deafening, from 784 Ϯ 7.4 to 806 Ϯ 6.2 Hz ( p Ͻ 0.01, t test; the magnitude of change was 2.7%); this difference was larger than any seen between predeafening recording sessions (song audio files for bird dc-17 are located at http://www.keck. ucsf.edu/ϳneal/jns99/fig15.html). In the other two birds, no audible difference could be detected between predeafening and postdeafening motifs, although detailed analysis of syllable structure was not attempted, because the birds' songs contained only complex noisy syllables (song audio files for birds dc-18 and dc-21 are located at http://www.keck.ucsf.edu/ϳneal/jns99/fig15.html). As in the recording in Figure 15 , the temporal structure of motifs for the other three birds was very similar before and after deaf- Figure 12 . Singing-related modulation of neural firing was seen in all recordings from Area X. A, Distributions of instantaneous spike rate for seven single-unit recordings from four birds, recorded during background (b, left distribution for each recording) and singing (s, right distribution for each recording) periods. In each plot, upper and lower horizontal tick s denote the 90th and 10th percentiles of the firing rate distribution, whereas the middle thick tick denotes the median. B, Distributions of instantaneous firing rate for six small cluster recordings from four birds. Individual recordings represented as in A. The multiunit firing rate for each recording has been normalized by background nonsinging rate, because the number of neurons contributing to a recording site may have differed between recording sessions. The average duration of singing and background recording periods used were 67 and 38 sec, respectively. Figure 13 . Firing of a small cluster of neurons in Area X is consistently modified before and after singing. A, Firing rate during multiple presinging and postsinging intervals of bird mc-g. Instantaneous firing rate was estimated by convolving multiunit spike arrival times with a 10-msec-wide Gaussian window. Firing rate for each song initiation and termination is plotted on successive rows as in Figure 4 , with darkness proportional to spike rate. Absolute spike rate has been normalized by background nonsinging spike rate. L ower and upper limits of gray scale bar are 0.2 and 3.0. B, Mean firing rate across multiple song initiations and terminations, normalized by background firing rate. Song initiation and termination times are denoted by vertical dotted lines. C, Representative neural activity waveforms from which firing rates in A and B were calculated. Note that the time scale for this panel is expanded from that in A; 1 rather than 2 sec of pre-onset and post-termination activity level is displayed. Song initiation and termination times are denoted by vertical dotted lines.
ening: motif duration of one bird increased by Ͻ2% (from 947 to 962 msec), and duration changes were Ͻ1% for the remaining two birds. The magnitudes of these changes were not different from those between individual predeafening recording sessions (for four birds, the percentage difference in motif duration ranged from 0.01 to 1.6%). Thus, across all four birds, deafening had little or no immediately detectable effect on song production.
The pattern of multiunit activity in LMAN during song motifs was also not clearly affected by removal of auditory feedback. Because the electrode was retracted above LMAN during the cochlear removal surgery, recordings after deafening were made at slightly different multiunit sites than those before deafening. Nevertheless, there was a consistent pattern of activity in relation to song motifs both before and 1 d after deafening: an example of this result is shown in Figure 15B , demonstrating that peaks and troughs of activity occur in similar locations in the motif in both conditions (e.g., peaks before the second syllable b and syllable e). The average pattern of activity across all renditions of this bird's song (300 renditions for hear, 166 for deaf ) was very similar as well, in both amplitude and time course (Fig. 15C) .
To characterize the degree to which the pattern of neural activity was affected by deafening, we calculated the correlation coefficients between mean activity patterns before and after deafening and compared them with correlations between mean activity patterns recorded on different days at different sites before deafening. As was shown earlier, average activity patterns recorded at different sites in a given bird were generally similar (Fig. 8) . Before deafening, in the recording shown in Figure 15 as well as in three other birds, the correlation coefficients between mean activity patterns at different sites on different days ranged from 0.79 to 0.83 (Fig. 15D, H vs. H ) . After deafening of these four birds, the mean activity patterns were similar to those recorded while the bird could hear. When the two hearing recordings were compared with the deaf one, the degree of matching was, for seven of eight comparisons, very similar to that between the two hearing recording sessions (Fig. 15D) . The pattern of activity in one predeafening recording session (from bird shown in Fig. 15A -C, 1 d before hearing session shown) was somewhat more different from the session after deafening (Fig. 15D , open circle with dot in center).
These results indicate that a large component of the singingrelated firing is not dependent on auditory feedback. However, more precise, reversible manipulations of feedback during singing may be necessary to reveal an acute influence of feedback on AFP activity.
AFP neurons in awake birds can respond selectivel y to the sound of a bird's own song
The sound of a bird's own song can strongly excite neurons in the AFP and song system motor pathway nuclei of anesthetized adult and juvenile birds (Margoliash, 1983; Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Volman, 1993; Doupe, 1997) . Such responses have also been observed, although somewhat less consistently, in motor circuit nuclei of awake birds (McCasland and Konishi, 1981; Margoliash, 1986; Dave et al., 1998; Schmidt and Konishi, 1998) . Therefore, while recording in LMAN, we presented the bird with a previ- ously recorded version of its own song, during periods when the bird was awake and quiet.
In 5 of 10 birds, song presentation evoked a clear modulation of LMAN neural firing. The largest such response that we recorded is shown in Figure 16 . Passive presentation of a two-motif version of the bird's own song (Fig. 16 A, first and second motifs indicated by mot-1, mot-2) consistently modulated multiunit neural activity (Fig. 16 B, C) during this recording session. The acoustically similar first and second motifs elicited a similar pattern of firing on average (Fig. 16C) .
We quantified this stimulus-evoked modulation of firing by comparing, within trials, both the mean level and amount of modulation of multiunit activity for stimulus versus prestimulus periods (for the recording session displayed in Fig. 16 , the period indicated by the bar was compared with the entire displayed period preceding it). The comparison of the mean response amplitudes, which is similar to the quantification used in previous studies of song responsiveness (Doupe, 1997; Solis and Doupe, 1997) , indicates whether there is a consistent change in activity level. In addition, we quantified changes in modulation of activity level by calculating the within-trial c.v., the SD of activity level sampled at 1 msec intervals, divided by the mean activity level during the period. This measure is sensitive to localized modulations of activity level. For example, a stimulus could elicit an excitatory period followed by an equivalent inhibition, which would be reflected in a comparison of the background versus stimulus within-trial c.v., but not in a comparison of mean levels. For the recording shown in Figure 16 , both the mean activity level and within-trial c.v. were significantly higher during song playback than during the period preceding it (Fig. 16 D, E) .
When analyzed within trials, there were significant changes in LMAN activity level during presentation of the bird's own song in eight of nine recording sessions of five birds (comparison performed on data as in Figs. 16 D, E; paired t test, p Ͻ 0.01, the mean number of stimulus presentations was 18.3, range 9 -42). Of these, in three birds, only the mean response level was larger; in one, only the within-trial c.v. was larger; and in one (one of the two recording sessions for this bird is shown in Fig. 16 ), both the mean and within-trial c.v. were larger during the stimulus presentations than during the preceding background periods. For the recordings in which mean responses during stimulus presentation were significantly larger, the average ratio of activity level during the stimulus to that preceding it was 1.05 Ϯ 0.02 (n ϭ 7 recording sites), whereas for recordings from the five birds in which no response was detected, the mean ratio was 1.02 Ϯ 0.01 (n ϭ 9 recording sites). For recordings in which the within-trial c.v. differed, the average c.v. during the stimulus was 1.3 Ϯ 0.12 times larger than that during the prestimulus period; for others this ratio averaged 1.07 Ϯ 0.17.
Besides testing for responses evident within single trials, we tested whether in some cases modulation of activity could be seen only when the response profile was averaged over all presentations. Such a case could arise, for example, if a response too small to be seen on individual trials occurred consistently at one point during the stimulus. To test for this, we calculated the mean response profile for prestimulus and stimulus periods (as in Fig.  16C ), divided each profile into 10 intervals of equal duration, and compared the distributions of mean activity level in the 10 intervals between stimulus and prestimulus periods. The binned distribution of mean activity level during the stimulus was significantly different from that preceding the stimulus for seven recording sessions in which significant responses had been de- tected on single trials, and in two additional recording sessions ( p Ͻ 0.01, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). One of the additional responses detected by this assay was in the one session from the five birds in which the within-trial response was not significant; the other was an additional recording session from a sixth bird. Overall, the mean ratio of c.v. during the stimulus to c.v. during the prestimulus period for these recording sessions was 2.4 Ϯ 0.07 (n ϭ 8). For other recording sessions (in which significant responses were not seen), this ratio was 1.28 Ϯ 0.5 (n ϭ 8; mean number of stimulus presentations for recording sessions with significant response ϭ 20.5, mean number for those with no significant response ϭ 15.4).
For the eight recording sessions in which responses were apparent to single presentations and one of two in which the response appeared after averaging multiple trials, modulation of the mean response profile was present throughout the stimulus, as for the response in Figure 16C . Such response profiles are similar to those reported for LMAN responses of anesthetized birds (Doupe, 1997) . For the remaining recording session from the sixth bird in which responses were evident only on averaging multiple trials, however, the only modulation from background firing was a peak near the onset of the stimulus. No difference in activity level was seen when the prestimulus period was compared with the final two-thirds of the stimulus for this recording; this may indicate that the onset peak was a nonspecific arousal response.
Initial results suggest that, as is true in anesthetized birds (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Vicario and Yohay, 1993) , responses of LMAN neurons in awake birds are selective to their own song. Two of the five birds with sustained responses to the bird's own song were presented with the acoustically distinct song of an unrelated bird and responded significantly less strongly to it than to their own song ( p Ͻ 0.01, t test).
Although responses to song playback were distinct from background firing, overall activity level during playback was lower than that when the bird itself produced very similar sounds. For the recording with the largest response, the mean activity level associated with production of a repeated motif was much higher than that during passive presentation of the motif (Fig. 16 F) (thick line ϭ 64 motifs for playback, thin line ϭ 74 motifs for singing). It was also difficult to discern a clear relationship between the activity pattern during passive presentation of the motif with that during active production of the same motif. Note, however, that the difference in mean response level between singing and playback periods results to some degree from the large trial-to-trial variability in the magnitude of responses to song playback (Fig. 16 D) . The largest responses to single song presentations were similar in magnitude to those during singing. In all recording sessions in which significant responses to song speaker (thick line; both first and second motifs of 32 playback trials were averaged) and when sung during same recording session by the bird (thin line; 74 motif renditions interspersed with song playback trials). Bottom traces, Mean neural activity level recorded when song motif was played from the speaker (thick line, responses to first and second motifs averaged) and when the same motif was produced by the bird (thin line). G, Distribution of activity level sampled at 1 msec intervals during song playback ( p) and singing ( s) for the eight recording sessions from five birds in which there were significant playback responses within individual trials. Activity levels were normalized by background nonsinging activity level. Top, middle, and bottom tick s denote 90th, 50th, and 10th percentiles of activity level distributions, respectively. playback were seen, mean activity during song playback was of much lower magnitude than singing-related activity. Across all sessions, the mean activity level during singing was 1.23 times higher than that during song playback (Fig. 16G) .
DISCUSSION
This study provides the first detailed description of singingrelated activity in the anterior forebrain nuclei L M AN and Area X. Several features of this activity indicate that it may derive in part from singing-related firing of the song system motor pathway nucleus H Vc and provide evidence for a f unctional similarity of the AFP to mammalian cortical -striatal motor systems. Initial experiments suggest that auditory feedback has little acute influence on the singing-related AFP activity. These results support the idea that the AFP has some f unction related to adult song production, perhaps serving as an efference copy of motor command signals from H Vc (Troyer et al., 1995) .
Singing-related activity of anterior forebrain nuclei
Although complete removal of AFP nuclei does not affect song production in adult zebra finches (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Bottjer et al., 1984; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1993) , we show here that this pathway is electrophysiologically engaged during singing. At least some of this activity must be independent of auditory feedback, because it begins before vocal output. Singing-related AFP activity may originate in the motor pathway nucleus H Vc, in which similar presong activity is seen, and which provides the major input to the AFP (Fig. 1) . Direct confirmation of this idea, however, will require f urther studies, for instance an analysis of AFP singing-related activity before and after severing of the output from H Vc to Area X. Our demonstration of neurophysiological activity of the AFP during singing is consistent with a previous report describing induction of an immediate early gene in LMAN and Area X during singing (Jarvis and Nottebohm, 1997; Jin and C layton, 1997) .
Although the overall timing of AFP activity relative to singing is similar to that of the motor pathway, the pattern of AFP firing across repeated song renditions is less consistent than that of motor pathway nuclei [for single-unit recordings, Yu and Margoliash (1996) ; for multiple-unit recordings, Vu et al. (1998) ; and this report]. The differences in variability between the two pathways may reflect their different contributions to the control of adult song production. Motor pathway nuclei are critical for song production throughout life (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Vu et al., 1994) and are presumably involved in generating the motor commands that give rise to precisely repeated song elements. In contrast, lesions of AFP nuclei disrupt motor output only in young birds and not in normal adult finches (Bottjer et al., 1984; Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1993) . Thus, the relationship of AFP activity to adult song output must be more subtle than is true for motor pathway nuclei.
Although firing in the AFP is more variable than that of the motor pathway, in some behavioral contexts it can approach the stereotypy of the motor nuclei. In the current report, the high level of rendition-to-rendition variability in the pattern of AFP activity occurred while birds sang in isolation, during production of undirected song. In our previous study (Hessler and Doupe, 1999) , when birds sang directed song, which is addressed to another bird, the level of rendition-to-rendition variability was much closer to that shown here for activity in H Vc and RA. The differences in AFP activity in the two social contexts may also explain a discrepancy between the results presented here and those of an earlier study that reported no modulation of AFP activity during singing (McCasland, 1987) . Unlike the clear changes in singing-related firing relative to background activity levels during undirected singing, firing during directed singing, which was the sole type of behavior monitored in the previous paper (McCasland, 1987; J. S. McCasland, personal communication) , can be much less different from background activity levels (Hessler and Doupe, 1999) .
In a given bird, the average pattern of activity related to the song motif tends to be similar across multiple LMAN recording sites, unlike the markedly distinct firing patterns across RA (Yu and Margoliash, 1996) . If this similarity holds for neurons throughout LMAN, the entire nucleus would send a uniform singing-related signal to the motor pathway. Alternatively, because multiple recording sites from single birds were always in the same medial-lateral plane, we may have sampled activity from single topographic groups in LMAN (Johnson et al., 1995) .
Relationship of the anterior forebrain pathway to cortical-basal ganglia loops in mammals
The song system is a specialization of avian circuits that are homologous in various ways to mammalian higher motor control systems. The songbird motor pathway nuclei may be comparable to mammalian cortical areas that are directly involved in precise motor control. For instance, RA, like primary motor cortex, projects directly onto brainstem motor pattern generators as well as onto cranial nerve motor nuclei (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Vicario, 1991; Wild, 1997) . Anatomical evidence suggests that, in contrast, the AFP is more similar to mammalian "indirect" motor circuits. Specifically, the HVc/LMAN3 Area X3 DLM3 LMAN loop may be related to the mammalian cortex3basal ganglia3thalamus3cortex loops (Bottjer and Alexander, 1995; Luo and Perkel, 1999a,b) (for review, see Alexander et al., 1986; Parent and Hazrati, 1995; Veenman, 1997) .
The results presented here provide physiological support for this model. As is true for many mammalian cortical and striatal regions (for review, see DeLong and Georgopoulos, 1981; Georgopoulos, 1995) , neurons in LMAN and Area X are strongly active preceding and during specific movements. Supporting the idea that Area X contains a pallidal component (Luo and Perkel, 1999b) , the activity of the Area X cells that we recorded resembles that of regular-firing mammalian pallidal/nigral projection neurons, in both its high tonic level and its relationship to movement (DeLong, 1971; Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985) . If these Area X neurons are indeed pallidal, their singing-related pauses in firing could be caused by inhibitory input from other, more striatal-like cells within Area X and could thus result in intermittent disinhibition of thalamic neurons and subsequent excitation of LMAN neurons (Luo and Perkel, 1999b) [see Chevalier and Deniau (1990) for discussion of the analogous mammalian circuit]. It is not surprising that this avian dorsal forebrain-basal ganglia circuitry is involved in the complex process of song learning and production, because its mammalian counterpart has been implicated in various movement sequencing, motor learning, and reward processes (for review, see Kimura, 1995; Mink, 1996; Schultz et al., 1998) .
Possible functions of singing-related activity in the AFP of adults Motor or sensorimotor control: efference copy
Overall, the characteristics of the AFP activity that we observed raise the possibility that it is a copy of the motor commands for song that are also sent from H Vc to R A. Such efference copy signals are common in sensorimotor control systems and can be useful for providing information about intended motor activity to multiple areas of the brain. Efference copies can be used to modulate sensory information, compensating for reafferent signals that arise as a consequence of the animal's own behavior (von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1950; Bell, 1989; Bridgeman, 1995) , or used during motor learning as internal predictions that are compared with a target reference (Jordan, 1995) . These ideas suggest that monitoring singing-related AFP activity during systematic alteration of sensory feedback could be very informative. The subtle effects of deafening described here, however, suggest that AFP activity, unlike that in cerebellar systems (Bell et al., 1997) , does not include a large component that is a negative image of expected sensory feedback.
Adult auditor y feedback
After the process of learning culminates in crystallized song, song production can remain stable for years thereafter. This has been thought to reflect the presence of a stable central motor program for song, i.e., a complex anatomical /physiological network that can continue producing the same vocal output, independent of external guidance (Konishi, 1965; Nottebohm, 1968) . However, it has recently become clear that the production of stable song in adult zebra finches is not completely "hard-wired," but instead is actively maintained. When auditory feedback is removed or altered in adult zebra finches, song output degrades gradually, as does human speech after adult deafening [for finches, see Nordeen and Nordeen (1992) ; Leonardo and Konishi (1999) ; for humans, see Waldstein (1989) ; Cowie and Douglas-Cowie (1992) ]. Active maintenance of song by auditory feedback may be required for birds to adapt to normally occurring peripheral and central changes in the network responsible for song production (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1988) .
The AFP in adults could process auditory feedback of song and transmit it to motor nuclei, much as this circuit has been proposed to do in young birds (Bottjer and Arnold, 1986; Mooney, 1992; Doupe, 1993) . The lack of effect of L M AN lesions on adult song production, in contrast to the effects of deafening, has been interpreted as evidence against such a f unction for adult LMAN (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1993) . The results described here, however, serve as a reminder of the important f unctional difference between L M AN lesions and deafening. The neural output from the AFP to R A is necessarily eliminated in birds with LMAN lesions, whereas the AFP is strongly active during singing and thus may interact with the motor pathway in both hearing and deafened birds. Indeed, several recent studies suggest that changes in adult song caused by deafening (M. Brainard, unpublished results) or motor nerve damage (Williams and Mehta, 1999) can be blocked by lesions of L M AN.
In this context, the effects of deafening on L M AN activity constrain hypotheses about the f unction of the AFP in adult song maintenance. Acute effects of deafening on L M AN activity are not dramatic. If the modulation caused by sensory feedback from the bird's own voice is of the same order of magnitude as the small responses to auditory playback of song, however, it may be obscured by the prominent singing-related activity. Moreover, because song deteriorates very slowly in deafened adult finches, it may be that although auditory feedback must change immediately after deafening, effects on signals in the AFP and subsequently on song emerge only gradually.
Sensory or perceptual function of adult LMAN
We show here that as is true in anesthetized birds (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Vicario and Yohay, 1993) , playback of the sound of a bird's own song can selectively excite LMAN neurons in birds that are awake. These responses likely originate in similar responses in HVc of awake birds (McCasland and Konishi, 1981; McCasland, 1987; Dave et al., 1998) . Because selective auditory responses in HVc and RA are dependent on the precise behavioral state of the animal (Dave et al., 1998; Schmidt and Konishi, 1998) , the lack of detectable responses in LMAN of 50% of birds tested may have been caused by some subtle differences in arousal or attentional state between birds.
Several general classes of function have been proposed for neurons that respond selectively to the sound of a bird's own song. Such responses could play a role in the perception of songs of other birds, allowing an individual to classify songs of other birds on a metric of similarity to its own song (Margoliash, 1986) . Such a function is supported by the recent report that lesions of AFP nuclei can disrupt performance on a song discrimination task, especially when a bird must distinguish its own song from that of a conspecific . Alternatively, or in addition, selectivity for a bird's own song could play a role in the processing of auditory feedback during song production. In this context, because sensory input can be "gated" by behavior in many motor systems (Suga and Schlegel, 1972; Creutzfeldt et al., 1989 ) (for review, see Pearson, 1993; Nelson, 1996) , it is possible that responses to passive presentation of song do not accurately reflect the influence that auditory feedback of a bird's own voice has on AFP activity during singing.
Modulation of AFP activity and behavior by social conte xt
In LMAN and Area X, both singing-related neural activity and immediate early gene expression differ greatly depending on the social context in which the bird sings (Jarvis et al., 1998; Hessler and Doupe, 1999) . This raises the possibility that social cues act via the AFP to modulate song, perhaps enhancing plasticity in the motor system during undirected compared with directed singing (Jarvis et al., 1998) . Consistent with this idea, we show here that the output of LMAN onto RA is quite variable across renditions during undirected singing; such "noise" might facilitate plasticity in the HVc-RA circuitry. Alternatively, differences in activity and gene expression could reflect differences in communicative function between the two types of singing (Dunn and Zann, 1996a,b) .
In conclusion, the AFP is strongly active during singing in adult birds, suggesting that it maintains some function during adult singing. Because this circuit is also crucially involved in song learning, its role will be further elucidated by studies in young birds. Moreover, because the AFP contains a basal ganglia component that has apparently been specialized for one particular and discrete motor behavior, singing, this system could have marked advantages for providing insight into the very general functions performed by basal ganglia circuits in many vertebrates.
